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An Honorary Team Member:
The Role of a Literacy Coach in Supporting
Writing Teachers
Macie Kerbs, Sam Houston State University
When you come in as a coach, you come in on our level, you’re one of us…you’re
a member of our team. You share in our joys with these kids like they’re your own
kids. -Jackie (pseudonym)
It is May and we just finished an energetic unit of study on poetry writing.
We listened and celebrated the second graders’ poetry writing in a poetry café style
celebration. Each student proudly displayed their work on the document camera
and read their poems out loud. Their second-grade teachers beamed with pride as
their classmates snapped, as if they were truly in a poetry café.
After the celebration, as a team, we sat around the lead teacher’s kidney
shaped table with tears filling our eyes. We just spent the past three months
immersed in a powerful research project. As the school year was coming to an end,
this team is also saying their final goodbyes. One team member just learned she
will be moving to a different grade level next year. As the coach, I just accepted a
university-based job in a city four hours south.
When we embarked on this journey at the start of the year, we never
imagined growing so close as a team, especially since I came in as an outsider. We
also did not know that this experience would be the last time all four of us would
work together in this way.
The role of a literacy coach is a powerful one. At the start of this qualitative
case study, the teachers saw a coach as someone who brings knowledge and clarity
to a team- someone on the outside distributing knowledge onto teachers based on
what they determined the teachers needed. By the end of the study, the teachers
shifted their perspective to see a coach as an insider- someone who participates in
the process as a member of the team and shares in the celebrations along the way.
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Throughout the poetry writing unit, the team of second grade teachers and
myself engaged in dynamic collaboration around student writing, constantly
striving to better enhance our teaching practice, and in turn, the writing of the
second-grade students that filled their classrooms. This collaboration resulted in
dramatic changes in teaching and the student learning across the unit. As one of the
teacher participants, Jackie, explained in a final interview, this experience and the
relationship with a coach made her a much better teacher because she was
constantly reflecting, learning, and striving to make me (the coach) and her team
proud.
In this article, I describe the process I used as a literacy coach while
conducting a research study that explored the professional learning experiences of
writing teachers. First, I examine the literature on professional learning for inservice teachers, with an emphasis Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) and
Coaching. I argue that when these two job-embedded structures combine, the
professional learning experiences are even more powerful for teachers. Then, I
describe the phases of collaboration I used as a coach across a six-week poetry
writing unit with one grade level team, which resulted in meaningful experiences
for the teachers and large gains in their students’ writing.
The Professional Learning of Teachers
For teachers to develop their own understanding of the content they teach
and high yield instructional strategies, professional learning experiences are
essential (McQuitty, 2012). Where the term professional development is often used
to refer to the learning activities or workshops presented to teachers, the term
professional learning captures the continuous and collaborative nature of designing
learning activities with teachers based on their evolving needs.
Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin (1995) explained that professional
learning should view “knowledge as constructed by and with practitioners for use
in their own contexts” (p. 82). Thus, professional learning is not a one-size-fits-all
product, but a complex process that requires intentional responsiveness to the
teachers’ and school needs.
Professional learning involves “steady, intellectual work that promotes
meaningful engagement with ideas and with colleagues over time” (Liberman &
Miller, 2014, p. 9). Groups of teachers coming together as a collaborative unit using
inquiry at the heart of their collaboration and believing they can make real change
for the students in their classroom is the essence of effective teacher professional
learning.
We know there is a direct connection between high quality professional
learning experiences with improved classroom practice and student achievement
(Borko, 2004; Darling-Hammond, Wei, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009),
yet many districts are spending millions on professional development that is
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fragmented, superficial, and most importantly, neglects methods in how adults
learn (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Putnam & Borko, 1997; Sykes, 1996).
Thus, if professional learning is most effective when teachers are actively
constructing their learning around authentic problems-of-practice (Blank & de las
Alas, 2009; Guskey, 1995; Hargreaves, 1994; Huberman, 1995; Little, 1993), then
more time needs to be dedicated to meaningful collaboration with teachers around
student work. So, it makes sense then that the combined structures of PLCs and
Literacy Coaching could positively influence teacher professional learning.
Professional Learning Communities (PLC)
While several models of professional development are being used in schools
across the country, Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) are one way to
embed those professional learning experiences for teachers. Lieberman and Miller
(2008) defined this as “ongoing groups ... who meet regularly for the purposes of
increasing their own learning and that of their students” (p. 2).
While PLCs can vary in context, they all operate under the assumptions that
teachers can learn from each other by examining student data, their own practice,
trying new strategies, and reflecting on what works and why (Lieberman & Miller,
2008). Findings from research consistently indicate that PLCs have the potential to
both build capacity in teachers and positively impact student achievement
(Lieberman & Miller, 2008; Lieberman & Wood, 2003).
One reason PLCs are effective structures for professional learning is
because teachers are constantly engaged in the analysis of student work. Ball &
Cohen (1999) emphasized the importance of situating professional learning in
authentic artifacts because “it grounds the conversation in ways that are virtually
impossible when the referents are remote or merely rhetorical” (p. 17). In fact, the
conversations and learning by teachers around authentic artifacts can change the
discourse of practice and even improve classroom instruction (Ball & Cohen,
1999). Smylie (1988) discovered that “teachers are more likely to change their
behavior in directions that may improve their classroom effectiveness if they
believe that they themselves are instrumental to the learning of their students” (p.
23), which is possible through the collaboration around student work.
When teachers gather in a PLC to together to collaborate around student
work and reflect on their practice, they become strongly bound together in trusting
professional relationships that value honest and open communication. The teachers
talk, inquire critically and deeply into their practice, and assume mutual
responsibility for student learning. Raphael et al. (2014) stated, “teachers must
believe that, through their actions, they can influence their students’ learning and
that they have the power to make decisions necessary to effect improvements” (p.
154). When teachers are actively constructing their own learning and seeing their
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learning result in change in their students, they become agents for that systemic
change in a school.
Coaching as Professional Learning
Another effective component of professional learning for teachers takes
place through coaching because the coach serves as a thought partner and critical
friend (Biancarosa, Byrk & Dexter, 2010; Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009).
Coaching is an embedded professional learning structure where teachers enhance
their own practice and craft by observing their own practice and engaging in
reflective coaching conversations (Guskey, 1986; Joyce & Showers, 2002).
Because coaching is individualized in ways that empower teacher voice in their
own professional learning, meaningful change can occur (Stover, et. al, 2011).
Joyce and Showers (2002) explained that through all their research on
coaching, several consistencies exist that speak to the effectiveness of instructional
coaching, including ongoing modeling, practice, feedback, and reflection. When
teachers are coached, they usually practice the new strategies more frequently and
persevere through trials or awkward stages of implementation (Joyce & Showers,
2002). Even if teachers receive the same amount of professional development
training, those who receive coaching support are more likely to implement new
strategies and see effects on student learning.
Additionally, coached teachers “exhibited greater long-term retention of
knowledge about and skill with strategies in which they had been coached” (Joyce
& Showers, 2002, p. 87). Coached teachers not only retain the new learning but
often enhance their technical mastery of newly acquired strategies because of the
coaching. Similarly, peer coaching increases teacher understanding and
independence with new strategies (Joyce & Showers, 2002).
Coaching can positively influence both teacher practice and student
achievement. So, it can be assumed that coaching within the structure of a PLC
would have a similar, if not more powerful, effect on teacher professional learning
and their students’ achievement.
Overview of Study
Contextual Information
This article captures the findings from a small portion of a qualitative
collective case study conducted with a single grade level team in an elementary
school in a southern state of the United States. Creek Elementary (pseudonym) is
an historically-rich elementary school nestled in a small neighborhood within a
suburban town outside of a major metropolitan city. With a population of 350
students and with 62% of those students qualifying for free and reduced lunch,
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Creek Elementary is one of ten elementary schools in the district designated as a
Title 1 campus.
The campus culture at Creek Elementary is naturally collaborative and selfmotivated. The principal employs creative scheduling, designating extended blocks
of time for grade level teams to regularly collaborate around student data. The
campus adopted a structural framework for PLCs as described by Dufour et al.
(2016) and allocated professional learning resources to training teachers on this
model. It is common to find grade level teams collaborating around student work,
both during and outside of designated times. In fact, many days, you can find the
teachers causally chatting about upcoming unit plans while monitoring children at
recess.
When determining participants for this study, I selected a grade level team
that I had not previously coached before so that the research was genuine and
authentic to the process of PLC and coaching. I invited the second-grade team of
three teachers to participate in this inquiry with me over the course of three months
at the end of the school year across one unit of study in writing poetry. We met
before, during, and after the writing unit situating our learning in the students’
poetry writing across the unit.
For the purpose of this article, I will refer to the second-grade teacher
participants as Jackie, Tracy, and Lillian (pseudonyms). Each of the three
participants had a range of experiences. The table below synthesizes the participant
background information.
Table 1
Participant Background Information
Name

Years
Teaching

Years in Years on Previous
Grade
the
the
Levels Taught
District
Campus

8

Years
Teaching
Second
Grade
2

Jackie
Campbell
Lillian
Walker
Tracy
Meadows

4

4

2

2

2

2

Kindergarten,
First Grade
None

9

5

9

9

Fourth Grade

At the time of this study, Jackie was the lead teacher of the second-grade
team with eight years of teaching experience in primary grades. Tracy had nine
years of teaching experience, but four of those years were in a fourth-grade
classroom. Lillian was in her second year as a teacher, with both years teaching
Teaching/Writing: The Journal of Writing Teacher Education
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second grade. Both Jackie and Lillian came to education through alternative
certification programs as a second career. Tracy received her education degree in a
traditional teacher preparation program at a local university. Out of all three
teachers, Tracy was the only one who had a dislike for and discomfort with teaching
writing.
The second-grade team specifically requested my support on the poetry
writing unit because they did not always enjoy teaching it and it felt really hard for
both them and their students. To them, poetry was this monster lurking around the
corner at the end of the school year. When they knew this unit was approaching,
they were filled with dread and fear and had to muster up the courage to jump in.
Before this study, none of the teacher participants had ever looked at student
writing during a PLC. While they taught writing daily and assessed writing at
regular intervals throughout the school year, they never met to discuss their student
writing or design a unit in response to their writing assessment data. Because of the
heightened focus on reading and math data due to accountability ratings linked to
state testing, the team never saw a reason to meet over writing data.
Additionally, their experiences with coaching was limited to a few isolated
incidents that were mostly disconnected from the larger curricular goals. As a
researcher, I saw this writing unit as the perfect opportunity to purposefully
integrate coaching into their existing PLC structure.
Data Collection and Analysis
The findings captured in this article highlight the coaching method that
emerged as a result of the larger qualitative case study. I collected data in the form
of individual interviews, focus group interviews, classroom observations, and
meeting observations. All data sources were audio-recorded, transcribed. I used
constant comparative data analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to open code each data
source using Dedoose, an online qualitative data analysis software. The codes were
collapsed into categories and developed into larger themes in response to my
research questions. These findings are further described below as they relate to our
individual coaching story and the process of collaboration that organically emerged
as I worked alongside three second-grade writing teachers during a poetry unit of
study.
Findings: Our Coaching Story
A Process for Coaching within a PLC Structure
While this study took place within an existing collaborative structure at the
elementary school, the teachers usually determined the agenda at the previous
meeting and did not have an overarching goal as a team. When professional
learning is systemic, it “creates a common purpose and shared responsibility for
Teaching/Writing: The Journal of Writing Teacher Education
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reaching concrete goals” (Raphael et al., 2014, p. 163). The teacher participants in
this study were integral to the design and implementation of this systemic process
for learning. Because of their genuine curiosity and desire to grow their own
knowledge, we were able to collaboratively design a cycle of professional learning
that occurred within a single writing unit of study in poetry writing.
Throughout this study, a cyclical process of inquiry emerged. The graphic
below captures the process of designing a unit, analyzing student writing, then
teaching, reflecting, and adapting accordingly. Below I further describe this
cyclical process in the context of the poetry writing unit of study with the secondgrade team and highlight the takeaways from the three writing teachers.
Figure 1
A Process of Collaborative Professional Learning for Writing Teachers

Assess. In this phase, teachers collaboratively designed a poetry writing unit
of study by determining assessment criteria. Using a combination between the ideas
of Understanding by Design by (Wiggons & McTighe, 2011) and the four guiding
PLC questions (DuFour et al., 2016), the team gathered together as a community
of learners before the unit began to plan with the end in mind. This process allowed
the teachers to zoom out to see the big ideas in the unit so that they could purposely
plan for the writers in their classroom. As a coach, I facilitated conversations,
provided resources, and clarified misunderstandings about the genre of writing.
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Tracy explained that in previous years, she’d just say, “Let’s just write
poems!” and a free writing unit would commence, but after this phase, she had more
clarity and could be more intentional in her teaching. We started by determining
the goals and expectations for the unit and creating assessment criteria. To do this,
we studied pieces of poetry writing, both published texts and student exemplar from
the curricular resources. The team anchored the unit in a poetry mentor text titled,
Old Elm Speaks: Three Poems (George, 1998). We immersed ourselves in the
samples, analyzing and annotating to consider the qualities of poetry writing that
the teachers wanted to see in their own students’ writing. A sample student writing
from the adopted curricular materials can be seen in the figure below.
Figure 2
Student Poetry Writing Sample from Curriculum (Calkins, Parsons, &
Vanderwater, 2013)

At first, the teachers were unable to name the characteristics of poems. They
would describe what was happening in the poem but could not use genre-specific
language. As the coach, I helped plant the vocabulary for the teachers. For
example, if a teacher said, “This one is repeating the first letter of each word. I
forget what that is called.” I would chime in to say, “Oh yes! I have one like that,
too. It’s called alliteration when a poet does that.” This allowed me to embed
Teaching/Writing: The Journal of Writing Teacher Education
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professional learning around the genre of poetry in a conversational and informal
manner.
Next, we studied our state standards to tease out which qualities of poetry
writing were being asked of second graders in our state. Because the writing
standards were vague (see figure 4 below), I guided the teachers to look at the
reading standards for more clarification about what qualities of poetry to emphasize
in their teaching. This analysis of writing samples aided the creating of a studentfriendly poetry writing checklist and teacher rubric for assessment purposes as
illustrated in the figure below.
Figure 3
Student-Friendly Poetry Writing Checklist (Adapted from Calkins, Parsons, &
Vanderwater, 2013)

With the analysis of the characteristics of the published writing samples
along with their understanding of the demands of the state standards, the teachers
were prepared to make informed decisions when planning. The final of this
Teaching/Writing: The Journal of Writing Teacher Education
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planning session was examining the curricular resources provided by the district,
including Poetry: Big Thoughts in Small Packages (Calkins, Parsons, &
VanDerwater, 2013), which is a part of the Units of Study for Teaching Writing
curriculum (Calkins, 2013) designed by the Teachers College Reading and Writing
Project.
In the past, the teacher participants explained that they simply followed the
lessons in the curriculum without deviation. They were frustrated by the length of
the lessons and felt chained to the resource as a script. In the initial interview, Tracy
exclaimed, “I don't read Lucy Calkins because it's too long! It's just way too long!”
Knowing this frustration, my goal as a coach was to help the teachers see
the curricular resource less as a script and more as a possible road map. Since we
had more clarity on the standards and assessment criteria, teachers went into the
resource with a new lens, modifying the pacing to meet the needs of their students
and learning objectives. The teacher participants began making decisions in their
planning process that, at times, deviated from the suggested pacing and scoping of
the instructional resource.
Because this study took place in Texas, a state that uses their own adopted
standards, Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), not the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS). This is mostly important because the curricular resource
was written in alignment with the CCSS in mind. While the state standards show
some similarity to the CCSS, they ask for different skills to be mastered, so it was
vital that the teachers were able to adapt the lesson sequence and pacing
accordingly. The figure below illustrates the reading and writing TEKS for secondgraders at the time of this study.
Figure 4
Second-Grade Poetry TEKS
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The teacher participants’ decisions, being grounded in their understanding
of the standards and progress of their students, enhanced the curriculum and their
writing instruction. During an interview, Jackie said, "Honestly, I think because
we’ve been so much more purposeful in planning, I feel like I have a better
understanding of the unit as a whole.” In agreement, Tracy said, “Well I didn’t
know any of the elements of poetry and I didn’t know how to teach it.” All three
teachers agreed that the experience of collaboratively planning the unit before it
started by getting an understanding of the TEKS, determining assessment criteria,
and exploring published texts helped them stay more purposeful in their teaching.
To add on, Jackie said, “and it made us just feel so much more knowledgeable about
the whole unit.”
Analyze. As a team, we determined that frequent analysis of writing
samples would be critical to monitoring the progress of both student and teacher
learning. By grounding professional learning in the analysis of student work, the
learning process became linked to practice and student outcomes. This helped to
develop a shared responsibility for student learning and made the professional
learning more meaningful for the teachers (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin,
1995). As a coach, I facilitated the conversation around the student work and guided
the process of analysis so that it could take place in a single planning period.
We met together four times throughout the unit to analyze student writing,
beginning with an initial writing sample, collecting in-process samples throughout,
and concluding with published samples. During each analysis, the participants
reviewed the genre characteristics of poetry and used the checklist to quickly sort
their student writing into stacks by those who were on, above, or below the criteria
of the checklist.
As a team, the teachers determined that student writing that was above level
used multiple elements of poetry for the intended purpose of writing poetry, student
writing that was on level used one element of poetry but might be using and
confusing other elements of poetry, and students that fell below level did not
include any qualities of poetry writing. An example of each level of writer is
included in the figures below.
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Figure 5
Student Writing Sample- Above Level

“I have a baked potato/to eat./And right now it’s starting/to sleet./My potato is
warm/Outside is cold./I have to eat, my table/is old!
Figure 6
Student Writing Sample- On Level

“Animals is a small animal. And some are big. But some animals are soft, some are
rough, too. Animals are different from each other. Animals are different how they
bite and don’t bite the ones. How do bite are alligators, crocodiles, bats and a…”
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Figure 7
Student Writing Sample- Below Level

“The cat and the dog one day this was a dog and a cat. The cat and the dog loves
to do everything seen together The most seen. They love love to do together is to
play together.”
Each teacher participant calculated percentages of each stack using the total
number of writing samples in the stack out of the total number of students in the
classroom. We recorded the information for each teacher as well as the grade level
as a whole to establish a baseline of data for where writers began and returned to
the data at each PLC to track student growth. We reflected on where the students
currently are as poets and adjusted the pacing of the unit accordingly. The table
below captures percentages at each level during each writing analysis.
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Table 2
Writing Analysis Results
Collection date

High

Med

Low

3/5/18

31%

18%

49%

4/3/18

29%

62%

9%

4/30/18

38%

51%

11%

5/8/18

62%

34%

6%

Difference

31%

16%

-43%

At the start of the study, the participants identified 31% of writers as above,
18% as on, and 49% below. By the end of the study, the participants identified 62%
as above, 16% as on, and 6% as below.
When reflecting on the student learning overall, Jackie said, “Don’t you
guys just feel like they really grasp poetry?” and both Lillian and Tracy nodded in
agreement. Tracy added on reflecting on why students made such progress and
really seemed to grasp the genre of poetry:
I think that's because of all of the discussions we've had, the purposeful
discussions… through the PLC process where we've collected data and
sorted it…I think that really helped us become knowledgeable.
Analyzing student writing and calculating percentages helped drive teaching
decisions for differentiation inside of each teacher’s writing classroom. Not only
did the analysis serve the purpose of identifying strengths and need, but it also
created opportunities for the teachers to discuss, reflect, and collaborate around the
work of their students.
Teach. After analyzing student writing, the teachers began identified
strengths, needs, and instructional implications for each group. The teachers
physically manipulated the student writing into similar need, labeling smaller
groups with sticky notes of various teaching points and instructional goals. This
process allowed the teachers to anticipate and predict small groups and better
differentiate for their writers. As a coach, I supported the teachers in identifying
patterns and provided additional resources to support differentiated teaching.
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Figure 8
Differentiated Planning Using The Writing Strategies Book (Serravallo, 2017)

By frequently analyzing student writing and planning instruction in
response to their findings, the teachers were able to make decisions that directly
influenced their lessons when returned to their classrooms. The teachers formed
writing small groups based on need the very next day. Because this process was
quick and efficient, the teacher participants felt empowered to making decisions
about the writers in the classroom.
Additionally, I led the team of teachers through an embedded professional
learning experience as we collaboratively planned, taught, and reflected on a lesson
in one of their classrooms. This experience was focused on teaching small groups
of writers based on the needs identified from analyzing their writing. As a team, the
Teaching/Writing: The Journal of Writing Teacher Education
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teachers decided that several students were still struggling implementing line
breaks in their writing. So, we collaboratively planned a whole group and small
group writing lesson to address this need. Then, we entered Tracy’s classroom to
collaboratively teach and coach each other.
The classroom environment is a powerful context for learning and
knowledge to occur because the teacher’s learning and experience is intertwined
with their classroom practice (Putnam & Borko, 2000). Professional learning
experiences that strike a balance between the learning that occurs inside and outside
the classroom allows teachers reflect in more meaningful ways.
As a result of this collaborative teaching and coaching work, I noticed a
shift in the instructional practices using by the writing teachers. In the initial
classroom observations, the writing lessons were very brief and lacked direct
instruction. During independent writing time, the writing conferences were often
used to redirect undesired behaviors, reinforce desired behaviors, or troubleshoot
misconceptions. By the final observation, the teachers began teaching specific
strategies and were more intentional in their feedback to the writers.
For example, in one of the conferences during Tracy’s final observation,
she said, “How might you revise your poem to add in repetition?” The way Tracy
guided the student to make decisions about his writing throughout these
conferences illuminated her understanding of author’s craft, the genre of poetry, the
writing process, and the structure of a conference.
Reflect. Immediately after exiting the collaborative teaching experience,
the teachers were full of energy and excited about the learning they witnessed.
Tracy said, “I will tell you, I was kind of stressed out about it because I didn't know
how to teach line breaks, but that was fairly simple!” Lillian agreed, saying, “That
was! I’m doing it tomorrow with my class because I really feel like it will be really
beneficial.”
Tracy, the teacher who at the start of the study announced her dislike for
teaching writing, had a change of heart after this collaborative teaching experience.
She explained, “I’m really excited to teach writing tomorrow because I sound a
little bit more knowledgeable.” Jackie agreed and said, “And I think today we all
learned a lot, not just about line breaks but how to teach so students get it.”
The way the teachers spoke when reflecting on their practice shifted across
the course of this study. In the initial interviews, the teacher participants mostly
spoke about their teaching practice when asked a reflective question, specifically
emphasizing their attitude towards teaching the subject. For example, in the initial
interview, Jackie said, “I’m comfortable with teaching writing.” In the same way,
Lillian explained, “I feel good about teaching writing because that was my favorite
subject when I was in school.” In contrast to the positive comments but aligned in
reflections on attitude toward teaching writing, Tracy simply said, “I struggle.”
Before starting this study, the teacher’s reflections on their practice reflected their
Teaching/Writing: The Journal of Writing Teacher Education
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comfort level and attitude toward teaching writing, which is consistent with
Dewey’s (1933, 1964) argument that practitioners should be reflective problemsolvers. In fact, the teacher participants were engaging in deep reflection since they
were identifying problems-of-practice, determining possible solutions, and
analyzing the results.
In the final interview, the teacher’s reflections began to shift away from
themselves and on to their students. In Jackie’s final interview, she described the
transference occurring into her students’ writing as a result of her deepened
understanding of poetry writing. Lillian mimicked this reflection in her own
interview, stating, “I feel like I’m reaching more now than I was before…and my
confidence is being pushed over to them.” Both Jackie and Lillian’s reflection on
their teaching shifted from themselves to their students, noticing how their students
were responding to their growth as teachers. Because of the intentional reflective
and collaborative professional learning experiences, the teachers were provided
ample opportunities to reflect both in-action and on-action (Schön, 1983).
In Jackie’s final interview, she reflected on the entire process of
professional learning throughout the course of the study and how it has affected her
as a writing teacher. Lieberman & Miller (2008) explain that when teachers engage
in reflective practice that is situated both in-action and on-action, the learning
becomes “reciprocal, practical, active, and open to revision” (p. 21). Jackie
described how she felt comfortable teaching before this study but got even better
through the time we spent learning together. She said, “It gives me goosebumps
because I always felt comfortable as a writing teacher, and now…there’s just so
much more I can do.” This final reflection from Jackie is evidence that she sees
reflection as a necessary part of teaching and becoming an even better teacher.
Adapt. Throughout the unit, the teachers continuously adapted in response
to their writer’s needs. One day the curricular unit called for the students to use
sensory words to describe an object. The teachers intended to go on a nature walk
to choose objects from outdoors, but a big thunderstorm rolled in that morning. The
teachers took that day to describe the storm instead, sending a video clip of their
impromptu poetry moment. In the video, students are peering out the classroom
window, clipboards in hand, writing down what they notice about the storm. After
observing out the window to capture sensory details, each class constructed a poem
through shared writing. The teachers felt more comfortable adapting their
instruction and detouring from the published curriculum to authentically embrace
teachable moments. The figure below shows an example of the shared writing
experience from Lillian’s classroom.
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Figure 9
Shared Writing in Mrs. Walkers’ Class

The teachers made decisions in their planning process that, at times,
deviated from the suggested pacing and scoping of the instructional resource. These
decisions were grounded in their understanding of the TEKS and progress of their
students, which enhanced the curriculum.
Not only did the teachers adjust their plans in response to student work, but
they collaborated around this planning process. In the final interview, Jackie said,
“We are really stopping to reflect on what they have, what they do not have, and
then adjusting our lesson plans to meet that.” Before this experience, Jackie mostly
just wrote and entered the writing lesson plans into the district software. Her
teammates taught based on those lesson plans without much deviation. This
collaborative process honored making adaptations in response to student need
because of the frequency in which the team met to discuss the students’ writing.
Tracy explained, “If we hadn’t have met, I would have just been going on,
and my kids would have struggled.” Similarly, Lillian said, “The time
together…looking things over and just talking about our students. I think that helps
build confidence…and then we know we’re all on the same page.” The teacher
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participants collaboratively made decisions regarding the pacing of the unit, while
also considering opportunities for differentiation within their writing classroom.
The freedom to adapt and adjust empowered the team to make intentional
instructional decisions as a community of learners.
Repeat. This cycle of collaborative professional learning for writing
teachers does not have a clear start and stopping point. These elements described
in the cycle above are recursive, moving back and forth on one another as teachers
progress through units and make decisions in response to their student needs.
Discussion and Implications
Because teachers in this study were agents of their own learning and active
problem-solvers of an issue that they shared a passion for, the work they did
together was much more than mere participation in a PLC or movement through a
contrived process. By situating professional learning for writing teachers around a
common goal and within the parameters of a unit of study, multiple opportunities
arise to collect, analyze, and interpret student work in order to reflect on
instructional practices.
This recursive process shifts the focus away from an individual teacher’s
practice, and onto the student learning occurring as a result of instructional
practices. The teachers shared a common goal, tracked progress of students, and
saw outcomes of their own learning as evidenced in their student growth. This
design had student learning at the heart of all stakeholders and created a shared
responsibility for the achievement of students (Lyons & Pinnell, 2001; Raphael et
al., 2014). Because the professional learning was situated around student learning,
the teachers were able to directly witness the results of their efforts.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1990) contended, “It has been more or less
assumed that teachers who know more teach better” (p. 248). The findings from
this study not only supports this assumption that teachers who know more teach
better, but also conceptualizes what that knowledge and practice looks like in the
context of a writing classroom during a unit on poetry writing, and the role of a
coach in facilitating that learning.
Throughout the study, the teacher participants collaborated with an
instructional coach around student work, both reflecting outside of the context of
their classroom using student work and inside of the classroom when working with
students. In the beginning of the study, none of the participants seemed to clearly
understand the role of an instructional coach, but by the end of the study, the
participants viewed contributed the partnership with the instructional coach as a
reason for their own deeper reflection and as an honorary member of the grade level
team. Because the coaching was situated as a partnership, teachers were the
decision-makers while the coach created rich opportunities for job-embedded
learning.
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When professional learning for writing teachers is facilitated by a coach,
connected to the goals of a teacher, embedded within the context of their job, and
grounded in best practices for writing, positive outcomes result on teacher
knowledge and their students’ learning. The experiences of the writing teachers in
this study provide a glimpse into the possibilities of educators coming together in
a collective community, focused on goals that are driven by the needs of their
students. Although much more research is needed to bridge the gap between the
literature on professional learning through PLCs and coaching, especially in
relation to writing instruction and poetry, the findings from this study that indicate
that positive change occurs when teachers are engaged in meaningful professional
learning experiences with a coach.
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